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Question: 39

Your company is planning to migrate their on-premises Hadoop environment to the cloud. Increasing storage cost and
maintenance of data stored in HDFS is a major concern for your company. You also want to make minimal changes to
existing data analytics jobs and existing architecture.

How should you proceed with the migration?
A. Migrate your data stored in Hadoop to BigQuery. Change your jobs to source their information from BigQuery
instead of the on-premises Hadoop environment.
B. Create Compute Engine instances with HDD instead of SSD to save costs. Then perform a full migration of your
existing environment into the new one in Compute Engine instances.
C. Create a Cloud Dataproc cluster on Google Cloud Platform, and then migrate your Hadoop environment to the new
Cloud Dataproc cluster. Move your HDFS data into larger HDD disks to save on storage costs.
D. Create a Cloud Dataproc cluster on Google Cloud Platform, and then migrate your Hadoop code objects to the new
cluster. Move your data to Cloud Storage and leverage the Cloud Dataproc connector to run jobs on that data.

Answer: D

Question: 40

HipLocal’s data science team wants to analyze user reviews.

How should they prepare the data?
A. Use the Cloud Data Loss Prevention API for redaction of the review dataset.
B. Use the Cloud Data Loss Prevention API for de-identification of the review dataset.
C. Use the Cloud Natural Language Processing API for redaction of the review dataset.
D. Use the Cloud Natural Language Processing API for de-identification of the review
dataset.

Answer: B

Explanation:

https://cloud.google.com/dlp/docs/deidentify-sensitive-data



Question: 41

You are developing a microservice-based application that will be deployed on a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster.
The application needs to read and write to a Spanner database. You want to follow security best practices while
minimizing code changes.

How should you configure your application to retrieve Spanner credentials?
A. Configure the appropriate service accounts, and use Workload Identity to run the pods.
B. Store the application credentials as Kubernetes Secrets, and expose them as environment variables.
C. Configure the appropriate routing rules, and use a VPC-native cluster to directly connect to the database.
D. Store the application credentials using Cloud Key Management Service, and retrieve them whenever a database
connection is made.

Answer: A

Explanation:

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/concepts/workload-identity

Question: 42

You have two tables in an ANSI-SQL compliant database with identical columns that you need to quickly combine
into a single table, removing duplicate rows from the result set.

What should you do?
A. Use the JOIN operator in SQL to combine the tables.
B. Use nested WITH statements to combine the tables.
C. Use the UNION operator in SQL to combine the tables.
D. Use the UNION ALL operator in SQL to combine the tables.

Answer: C

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.techonthenet.com/sql/union_all.php

Question: 43

Your company has deployed a new API to App Engine Standard environment. During testing, the API is not behaving
as expected. You want to monitor the application over time to diagnose the problem within the application code
without redeploying the application.

Which tool should you use?
A. Stackdriver Trace
B. Stackdriver Monitoring
C. Stackdriver Debug Snapshots
D. Stackdriver Debug Logpoints



Answer: D

Question: 44

Which database should HipLocal use for storing user activity?
A. BigQuery
B. Cloud SQL
C. Cloud Spanner
D. Cloud Datastore

Answer: A

Question: 45

You have containerized a legacy application that stores its configuration on an NFS share. You need to deploy this
application to Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) and do not want the application serving traffic until after the
configuration has been retrieved.

What should you do?
A. Use the gsutil utility to copy files from within the Docker container at startup, and start the service using an
ENTRYPOINT script.
B. Create a PersistentVolumeClaim on the GKE cluster. Access the configuration files from the volume, and start the
service using an ENTRYPOINT script.
C. Use the COPY statement in the Dockerfile to load the configuration into the container image. Verify that the
configuration is available, and start the service using an ENTRYPOINT script.
D. Add a startup script to the GKE instance group to mount the NFS share at node startup. Copy the configuration files
into the container, and start the service using an ENTRYPOINT script.

Answer: D

Explanation:

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instances/startup-scripts/linux

Question: 46

You are developing a microservice-based application that will be deployed on a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster.
The application needs to read and write to a Spanner database. You want to follow security best practices while
minimizing code changes.

How should you configure your application to retrieve Spanner credentials?
A. Configure the appropriate service accounts, and use Workload Identity to run the pods.
B. Store the application credentials as Kubernetes Secrets, and expose them as environment variables.
C. Configure the appropriate routing rules, and use a VPC-native cluster to directly connect to the database.
D. Store the application credentials using Cloud Key Management Service, and retrieve them whenever a database
connection is made.

Answer: A



Explanation:

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/concepts/workload-identity

Question: 47

Your application is built as a custom machine image. You have multiple unique deployments of the machine image.
Each deployment is a separate managed instance group with its own template. Each deployment requires a unique set
of configuration values. You want to provide these unique values to each deployment but use the same custom
machine image in all deployments. You want to use out-of-the-box features of Compute Engine.

What should you do?
A. Place the unique configuration values in the persistent disk.
B. Place the unique configuration values in a Cloud Bigtable table.
C. Place the unique configuration values in the instance template startup script.
D. Place the unique configuration values in the instance template instance metadata.

Answer: D

Explanation:

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instance-groups

Question: 48

You are developing a microservice-based application that will be deployed on a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster.
The application needs to read and write to a Spanner database. You want to follow security best practices while
minimizing code changes.

How should you configure your application to retrieve Spanner credentials?
A. Configure the appropriate service accounts, and use Workload Identity to run the pods.
B. Store the application credentials as Kubernetes Secrets, and expose them as environment variables.
C. Configure the appropriate routing rules, and use a VPC-native cluster to directly connect to the database.
D. Store the application credentials using Cloud Key Management Service, and retrieve them whenever a database
connection is made.

Answer: A

Explanation:

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/concepts/workload-identity

Question: 49

You have an application running in App Engine. Your application is instrumented with Stackdriver Trace. The
/product-details request reports details about four known unique products at /sku-details as shown below. You want to
reduce the time it takes for the request to complete.



What should you do?
A. Increase the size of the instance class.
B. Change the Persistent Disk type to SS
D. Change /product-details to perform the requests in parallel.
E. Store the /sku-details information in a database, and replace the webservice call with a database query.

Answer: C
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